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The COVID-19 pandemic has

affected our daily routines. 

 However, the pandemic has

subsided a bit, but the ripple

effect of the pandemic still

touches us. In all of these

situations, the safety of

everyone and the provision

of high quality service to our

clients has always been our

top priority. Despite the initial

difficulties, we have taken the

situation and operated

accordingly to keep  our

business going. We would
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We wish you all a very Happy and Safe Dashain and Tihar. We

believe this festival will bring prosperity to all of us and help us

through difficult times. 

like to thank all our well wishers, who showered us with their

strong support and understanding.
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Projects and challenges are inextricable. With the

solid past experiences of surveying amid the

pandemic, we thought we were prepared. However,

to our surprise, this project turned out to be more

arduous than we thought it would be. The project

titled; Rural Water Supply Functionality and Water

Quality Survey was conducted in four rural

municipalities (Parsa, Ramnagar, Kaudena,

Chandranagar) of the Sarlahi district for two weeks.

Despite the excruciating and highly contagious virus

that still actively prevailed in our lives, the team

decided to take on this challenge and conduct the

survey. 

Team completes yet another back-breaking project
Amidst Pandemic

The main agenda of the survey was to test the Arsenic and the E-coli in the water. The team

was assigned the task to take the survey and analyze the situation. All the safety protocols

throughout the project were followed such as masks, face shields, sanitizer to avoid the

pernicious situation. 

The journey of the team began on August 8 from Kathmandu-Dakshinkali-Hetauda-Sarlahi.

There were no major problems whilst on the journey. However, due to landslides, the

conditions of the roads were terrible which made the journey longer and tedious. After a 10-

hour long ride from Kathmandu, the team reached Sarlahi, and all the necessary setups for

training sessions and lab testing were immediately done. 

The succeeding day began with an on-hand training session for the enumerators where they

were made familiar with their roles and responsibilities. For  the first few days of the project,

the survey went well and the enumerators seemed confident. The operations were going on

smoothly but problems started to arise one after another which hindered the speed of the

project. Firstly, one of the members of the team got sick and was urgently sent off home,

which dropped our speed. In addition to that, the complexities of meeting the project sample

size increased with time. Furthermore, the bad weather was a strong external factor that

hampered the health of all the team members. 

 
Heavy rainfalls and floods continued for few days which triggered our plan. When the project

resumed after the situation got under control, there was an influx of data and water samples

received in a day. As a result, the team had to spend many long nights getting back on track.

Despite a lot of external factors which hampered the progress of the project, the hardworking

team was able to complete the project before the deadline.
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With unexpected changes in the weather, natural

disaster, deteriorating health of the team members the

completion of the project on time seemed nearly

impossible. However, the right mix of planning,

controlling, monitoring, and team effort made a huge

difference to complete the project on time. The team

would like to extend their gratitude towards all the

dedicated enumerators, supportive respondents, and lab

technicians who did not give up despite the inevitable

circumstances and worked without hesitation. Like said,

"Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins

championships."

An Excruciating yet joyful Project Journey
A Hydraulic ram pump (Hydram) is an automatic

pumping device that uses a large flow of water falling

through a small head, to lift a small flow of water

through a higher head. Hydram can be used to supply

water in high-altitude areas where rivers cannot reach.

Out of the 100%, water drawn by the machine 10% is

automatically pumped to an overhead reservoir tank.

On top of that, Hydram needs no power supply and is a

completely clean and simple technology. Though it

sounds like an easy solution for communities living in

the mountainous terrain of Nepal, far from a water

source, there are pros and cons in its functioning in rural

villages of Nepal. We recently got this opportunity to

visits some Hydram sites and talk with the beneficiaries

and the local stakeholders in Dhading and Syangja.

On 28th August 2021, we started our journey towards our first project site of Dhading. On the

first site in Dhading, the Hydram had made a significantly positive impact on local people’s

lives when it was in operation. Locals revealed how the project had helped them to provide

water for the construction of more than 25 houses in the area after the 2015 earthquake. After

spending a few hours in this first site, we called it a day and went to the hotel to rest.

The following day we visited second site which was at a high altitude; a perfect site for testing

the feasibility of project Hydram. Despite the rainy weather condition, we reached the village

and interviewed the locals about the situation of Hydram in the village. The project had

helped them a lot in the past to irrigate their lands and grow vegetables. 
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Similarly, the same day, we also visited the third site where Hydram had supplied drinking

water to the village in the past. Most of these Hydram sites in Dhading are nonfunctional now

due to road construction, landslides, lack of technical and financial support, the willingness

of the community, and substitute water sources. 

The next day we visited the first site at Syangja. The first site was functioning perfectly and

drawing water into the reservoir tanks however due to lack of distribution channels, people

used to collect water from the reservoir. Moving forward, our next site was located on top of a

hill directly above a river. People in that area had been helped a lot by project Hydram. It

enabled them to irrigate their land and grow crops and vegetables and thus uplift their living

standards. Unfortunately, even in that area, project Hydram was currently under

maintenance.

We then set off towards our third and final project site

in Syangja. On reaching the village we found out that

the reservoir tank, which was supposed to be

constructed on top of a hill was set up fairly lower

which interrupted the water supply completely in few

houses and fractionally in others. In course of our five

days of research, we came across several challenges.

The mountainous geography of our project sites and

the rainy weather condition was the first big challenge

for our team. 

We traveled to many sites despite heavy rain and occasional landslides. While we were on

our way to waling, our vehicle stopped due to parts malfunctioning. We had to order parts

from Kathmandu to repair the vehicle. From facing tiny leeches in Syangja to encountering

a mighty tiger, we encountered all. Taking every challenge as an opportunity, we

completed our visit. 

Locals have been benefited a lot from the project. Hydra had provided support for irrigation,

supply of drinking water, and sanitization. However, lack of management, technical and

financial resources have been the major challenge for the continuation of the technology.

After completing five days of the excruciating yet joyful visit, and spending a night in the city

of lakes; Pokhara, we returned to Kathmandu.


